Meeting held at Mandurah on Thursday, 7 November 2019

WEATHER: Fine  TRACK: Good  KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.20pm
Stewards: Mr C Kerr, Ms E Alessandrino, Mr M Pascoe
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr S Gradwell
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Race 6 DYNA DOM (34.8kgs)

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 2 WINLOCK ORIGIN (7/11), Race 7 MOLLY SPOLLY (6/11), Race 9 APPLEJACK (7/11), HE'S DECISION (7/11), Race 10 BOW GUNDI (6/11), LEGEND SEEKER (6/11)
Illness: Race 4 & 6 REDHAGE (7/11), Race 12 IRINKA MOONYEEN (7/11)

LATE SCRATCHINGS:
R23 - Race 5 KOONDOOLA MAN x 10 Days (12.44pm)

SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 2 NEW WORLD ORDER, Race 3 QUITE MAGICAL, Race 5 BLUE GLITTER

Race 1 - Maiden/Country/302 - Maiden - 6:46 PM
SHELBY LADS, YUNDERUP SNOW & HAPPY WARRIOR began quickly. JUNK YARD KERRY began slowly.
FREMONT FUN & HAPPY WARRIOR collided soon after the start. HELLO I'M DARCY & FREMONT FUN collided soon after the start, FREMONT FUN lost ground. YUNDERUP SNOW & WICKED EMBRACE collided on the first turn. HELLO I'M DARCY shifted out and collided with SOZIN'S SONATA on the first turn. SOZIN'S SONATA galloped on the heels of HELLO I'M DARCY on the first turn, HELLO I'M DARCY lost ground. YUNDERUP SNOW & WICKED EMBRACE collided on the first turn. SOZIN'S SONATA galloped on the heels of FREMONT FUN approaching the home turn. HELLO I'M DARCY shifted out and raced wide on the home turn. SOZIN'S SONATA checked off the heels of FREMONT FUN on the home turn.

Race 2 - Novice/Country/405 - Novice - 7:02 PM
BLUE JAY WAY began quickly. PRIME RECORD began slowly. PRIME RECORD & HIGH TENSILE collided soon after the start. PRIME RECORD checked off the heels of CHICAGO NIGHTS on the first turn. CHICAGO NIGHTS, PRIME RECORD & HIGH TENSILE collided on the first turn. PRIME RECORD galloped on the heels of HIGH TENSILE on the first turn, both lost ground. KINGSBRAE TINA checked off the heels of NEW WORLD ORDER on the first turn. BLUE JAY WAY & NEW WORLD ORDER collided on the home turn. BLUE JAY WAY checked off the heels of NEW WORLD ORDER in the home straight.

Race 3 - Novice/Country/302 - Novice - 7:23 PM
ALL TEMPTATION began quickly. DOWN TOWN DINO & CRUNCHIE MONELLI began slowly. DANDALUP TITAN & PIN UP GIRL collided on the first turn. ALL TEMPTATION & PIN UP GIRL collided on the first turn. JUST A DREAMER & ALL TEMPTATION collided on the first turn, ALL TEMPTATION lost ground. BONASERA & DANDALUP TITAN collided on the first turn. DANDALUP TITAN checked off the heels of JUST A DREAMER approaching the home turn. BONASERA & ALL TEMPTATION collided in the home straight. ALL TEMPTATION checked off the heels of BONASERA in the home straight. DANDALUP TITAN checked off the heels of PIN UP GIRL in the home straight and collided with JUST A DREAMER.

Race 4 - Grade 5/Country/405 - Grade 5 - 7:44 PM
LOCHBRAE MOSS, SHINBONER PRIDE & FUN AND GAMES began quickly. ASPIRE HIGHER & VEGAS FUN collided soon after the start. WHIZZING, ASPIRE HIGHER & VEGAS FUN collided on the first turn, WHIZZING lost ground. ASPIRE HIGHER checked off the heels of VEGAS FUN on the first turn. VEGAS FUN checked off the heels of LOCHBRAE MOSS on the first turn. LOCHBRAE MOSS & VEGAS FUN collided approaching the home turn. LOCHBRAE MOSS checked off the heels of FUN AND GAMES on the home turn. VEGAS FUN checked off the heels of FUN AND GAMES on the home turn and collided with LOCHBRAE MOSS. LOCHBRAE MOSS & SHINBONER GLORY collided on the home turn. VEGAS FUN & FUN AND GAMES collided in the home straight.

Race 5 - Mixed 4/5/Country/490 - Mixed 4/5 - 8:07 PM
FRANTIC TORQUE, DUSTY MAC & DILSTON DEVISE began quickly. WASABI BOB began slowly. DUSTY MAC, WASABI BOB & DILSTON DEVISE collided soon after the start, DUSTY MAC & WASABI BOB lost ground. DILSTON DEVISE & HELLO I'M KEV collided on the first turn, DILSTON DEVISE lost ground. FRANTIC TORQUE & HELLO I'M KEV collided in the back straight. FRANTIC TORQUE & DILSTON DEVISE collided on the second turn, FRANTIC TORQUE lost ground. DUSTY MAC checked off the heels of DILSTON DEVISE in the home straight.

Race 6 - Mixed 4/5/Country/405 - Mixed 4/5 - 8:30 PM
HELLO I'M RONGO, WESTDALE DRIFTER & EZI PICK began quickly. PORSCHE MONELLI & OSHKOSH RUTH began slowly. PORSCHE MONELLI & SUNSET MOO MOO collided soon after the start. MONROVIA checked off the heels of HELLO I'M RONGO on the first turn. HELLO I'M RONGO & WESTDALE DRIFTER collided on the first turn. MONROVIA galloped on the heels of HELLO I'M RONGO on the first turn, both lost ground. DYNA DOM, EZI PICK & OSHKOSH RUTH collided on the first turn. PORSCHE MONELLI checked off the heels of SUNSET MOO MOO approaching the home turn. DYNA DOM checked off the heels of PORSCHE MONELLI approaching the home turn. DYNA DOM & EZI PICK collided approaching the home turn. EZI PICK & OSHKOSH RUTH collided on the home turn. MONROVIA checked off the heels of HELLO I'M RONGO in the home straight.

Race 7 - Free For All (s)/Country/302 - Free For All (s) - 8:45 PM
DORANS DESTINY began quickly. SILVER KEEPING began slowly. MIDNIGHT RAMA & SMURF collided on the first turn, MIDNIGHT RAMA lost ground and collided with SILVER KEEPING, SILVER KEEPING lost ground. HARPER'S HAND & MIDNIGHT RAMA collided on the first turn. MIDNIGHT RAMA checked off the heels of SHE CAN PARTY on the home turn. MIDNIGHT RAMA & SHE CAN PARTY collided in the home straight. DORANS DESTINY & SHE CAN PARTY collided in the home straight.

SILVER KEEPING was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

DEVINE TILLY & RUNAWAY LOVE began quickly. JAYELL MAGIC & HAPPY RAGE began slowly. LOTTIE DENO & HAPPY RAGE collided soon after the start. JAYELL MAGIC checked off the heels of HAPPY RAGE on the first turn. TESS THE BEST & LOTTIE DENO collided on the first turn. TESS THE BEST checked off the heels of HAPPY RAGE approaching the home turn. RUNAWAY LOVE checked off the heels of DEVINE TILLY approaching the home turn. JAYELL MAGIC checked off the heels of TESS THE BEST on the home turn. TESS THE BEST checked off the heels of TESS THE BEST on the home turn. TESS THE BEST & JAYELL MAGIC collided on the home turn. RUNAWAY LOVE checked off the heels of DEVINE TILLY in the home straight.

Race 9 - Grade 6/Country/405 - Grade 6 - 9:22 PM
PERFECT EMPIRE, BLUE GLITTER & FIRE UP ROSCOE began quickly. DANDALUP GALAXY began slowly. ROXY'S DOUBLE & WINLOCK SAL collided soon after the start. ROXY'S DOUBLE & WINLOCK SAL collided approaching the first turn. NINETYMILE TURBO & FIRE UP ROSCOE collided on the first turn. ROXY'S DOUBLE & PERFECT EMPIRE collided on the first turn. WINLOCK SAL, DANDALUP GALAXY & BLACK EUPHORIA collided on the first turn. DANDALUP GALAXY checked off the heels of FIRE UP ROSCOE on the first turn, DANDALUP GALAXY lost ground.

Race 10 - Grade 4/Country/302 - Grade 4 - 9:47 PM
QUARA'S BETH & CRYMELON RIP began quickly. BLACK MOSEL, JEZEBEL PARKER & TENNESSEE FIRE collided soon after the straight. BLACK MOSEL & JEZEBEL PARKER collided on the first turn, JEZEBEL PARKER lost ground. BLACK MOSEL & TENNESSEE FIRE collided soon after the start, BLACK MOSEL lost ground. JACKPOT JUNE checked off the heels of CRYMELON RIP approaching the home turn. CRYMELON RIP checked off the heels of QUARA'S BETH on the home turn. JACKPOT JUNE & CRYMELON RIP collided on the home turn. BLACK MOSEL & TENNESSEE FIRE raced wide on the home turn and in the home straight. QUARA'S BETH & CRYMELON RIP collided approaching the finishing line.

Race 11 - Grade 5/Country/302 - Grade 5 - 10:05 PM
GO DANNO GO & MUNDI MARKS collided soon after the start. RED MIDNIGHT, DANDALUP MAGIC & Slobber Chops collided soon after the start. GO DANNO GO & MUNDI MARKS collided on the first turn. RED MIDNIGHT, HELEN’S CALLING & Slobber Chops collided on the first turn. BOLO & DANDALUP MAGIC collided on the first turn. HELEN’S CALLING & Slobber Chops collided on the first turn. BOLO & Slobber Chops collided on the first turn, BOLO lost ground. GO DANNO GO checked off the heels of Slobber Chops on the first turn. HELEN’S CALLING & Slobber Chops collided approaching the home turn. DANDALUP MAGIC & LOTS OF SPOTS collided several times on the home turn. DANDALUP MAGIC & LOTS OF SPOTS collided in the home straight.

**Race 12 - Grade 6/Country/302 - Grade 6 - 10:22 PM**

FABRAOAK began quickly. MISS BLUE began slowly. PRECIOUS METAL & WINSOME JACKIE collided soon after the start. SPUR MONELLI & PRECIOUS METAL collided on the first turn, PRECIOUS METAL lost ground. PRECIOUS METAL & ROSEMARY MONELLI collided on the first turn, PRECIOUS METAL & MISS BLUE collided on the first turn. PRESLEY PARKER & PRECIOUS METAL collided on the first turn, PRECIOUS METAL lost ground. SPUR MONELLI checked off the heels of WINSOME JACKIE and collided with CANYA FAB approaching the home turn. MISS BLUE & ROSEMARY MONELLI collided approaching the home turn. SPUR MONELLI & CANYA FAB collided approaching the home turn. SPUR MONELLI, MISS BLUE, ROSEMARY MONELLI & CANYA FAB collided on the home turn, CANYA FAB lost ground. ROSEMARY MONELLI checked off the heels of WINSOME JACKIE in the home straight.

**FINAL.**